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Abstract
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) techniques have been applied to many application domains. In
communications networks, deep RL has been used to solve routing, service-placement and power-allocation
problems in the software defined networks (SDN) as well as the software defined coalitions (SDC)
developed in the DAIS ITA Program.
This speaker begins with a brief introduction to RL. For illustration purposes, he presents use of RL to train
a smart policy for synchronization of domain controllers in order to maximize performance gains in SDN.
Results show that the RL policy significantly outperforms other algorithms for inter-domain routing tasks.
As shown in the above work, a challenging issue for deep RL is the huge state and action spaces, which
increase model complexity and training time beyond practical feasibility. The speaker will present a
method to decouple actions from the state space for the value-function learning process and a relatively
simple transition model is learned to determine the action that causes the associated state transition.
Experimental results show that the state-action separable RL can greatly reduce training time without
noticeable performance degradation. Other methods, including embedding and state-space decomposition
techniques, to reduce training time will also be briefly discussed.
The speaker will conclude by highlighting the open issues for use of RL for control of large-scaled
communications networks.
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